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Abstract. Amplifier is commonly used on signal processing. Class-A Amplifier
is an amplification systemwhich can amplifywholewave. Although it can amplify
wholewave, it requires proper bias and collateralAC/DC load line. To set collateral
AC/DC load line, Higher current through collector (IC) make better collateral.
Better collateral between AC/DC load line can minimize clipping output wave but
it is power consuming.
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1 Introduction

Common Emitter Amplifier is used on wide purpose [1] because the signal amplified
is not distorted although it has low efficiency [2]. The example purposes of Common
Emitter Amplifier are amplifier signal on 56-161GHz bandwidth [2], LNA (Low Noise
Amplifier) on 140–220 GHz bandwidth [4] and audio signal amplification [5]. Due to
many purposes, determining Q point (Quiescent Point), DC (Direct Current) and AC
(alternating Current) load line are important to avoid clipping signal.

Common Emitter Amplifier with bias voltage-divider and coupling capacitor from
emitter to ground is depicted in Fig. 1.

For AC analysis, input signals enter through input terminal and pass Cpin than
affect the collector current. So, the collector current become input signal with 180°
phase shift. Signal form Collector goes through Emitter than pass bypass capacitor Cpe
because capacitive reactance decreases when the AC signal pass. It is occurred because
of Eq. (1).

Xc = 1

2a2π fC
(1)

The higher frequency, the lower capacitive reactance. Due to bypass capacitor, signal
gain becomes

Av = RC

re
(2)
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Fig. 1. Common Emitter Amplifier with Voltage Divider Bias and Bypass Capacitor.

where,

re = 25mV

IC
(3)

Although the gain is greater than other topology of Bipolar Transistor Amplifier, it
is impractically used without considering AC and DC load line. There are two reasons
why that schematic is impractically. First, schematic gain on Fig. 1 is dependent on
the re where it is dependent on the temperature. To minimize temperature dependency,
swamping resistance will be added between emitter and RE. Second, If the quiescent
point is not in the middle of AC and DC load line intersection, the output signal will be
clipped. So, in this paper will discuss about determine the component value of Common
Emitter Amplifier to get proper quiescent point and output signal.

2 Common Emitter Amplifier

2.1 Common Emitter Amplifier with Swamping Resistance

Reducing temperature effect to amplifier gain, swamping resistance (Rs) between emitter
and RE is installed. To vary the amplifier gain, RE can be replace with potentiometer
which the middle foot is connected to Cpe. It is depicted on Fig. 2. In AC analysis, IAC

Fig. 2. Common Emitter Amplifier with Voltage Divider Bias, Swamping Resistance and Bypass
Capacitor.
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Fig. 3. Equivalent Circuit for AC Analysis

Fig. 4. Equivalent Circuit for AC Analysis with Potentiometer calculated

(AC current) from emitter goes to RS than through Cpe because of question (1) and Rv in
in the maximum value. Neglected the capacitive reactance of Cpe, the equivalent circuit
can be drawn as Fig. 3.

Ignoring the direction, Ie and Irc are equal because Ic = IRC where Ib < < Ie. So, Ib
is neglected and Vb≈ Ve ≈ Vin. Therefore, gain equation is wrote as Eq. (4).

GainAC = Vout

Vin
= IcRc

Ie(re + RS)
= RC

(re + RS)
(4)

Because re value depend on the temperature, RS is needed to minimize temperature
impact to gain value [6]. The recommendation value for RS is ≥ 10re [7]. Gain will
decrease when Rv is decreased as well. So, the equivalent circuit can be redrawn as
Fig. 4. When the Rv is turn down, Rv value should be included in gain formula.

Gain AC = Rc

(re + Rs + RV )
(5)

Depend on the Fig. 4, signal current will be reduced by Rv and gain also decrease.

2.2 Calculation of Components Value

Looking at Fig. 2, DC current IC flows from VCC through RC, collector, emitter, RS,
RV than ended to the ground. So, finding the transistor is the first step to determine
value of IC, hfE (current gain) and determining VCC. After determining them based on
datasheet, don’t forget to find voltage saturated condition between collector and emitter.
Second step is, calculate RS using Eq. (5)

Rs ≥ 10re (6)

than calculate VRS using Eq. (6) and (7)

VRs = IE RS (7)
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Fig. 5. Equivalent Circuit for Modeling Base Resistance

Where

IC ≈ IE (8)

Third step is, calculate the voltage of RV. It can be calculate using Eq. (8)

VRv = ICRV (9)

Value of RV depend on value of potentiometer in the market. The lowest value of
RV, the highest voltage output swing will be got because VRV has a big role on value of
boundary between triode and saturation region. It is depicted on Fig. 7 and written in
Eq. (9)

VCSat = VCE + VRS + VRV (10)

The fourth step is finding the value of RC. It can be got with Ohm Law, but voltage
of RC should be calculated first using Eq. (10)

VRc = VcC − VCsat (11)

After getting the voltage of RC, it can be found using Eq. (11)

RC = VRc

Ic
(12)

Fifth step is calculating base resistance of transistor with DC analysis. Look at Fig. 2,
VE = VB = Vth + VRS+VRV and VB equal to VE. Looking at the base, input resistance
can be denoted.

Depend on Fig. 5, base voltage and emitter voltage are equal. So, to formulate base
resistance refer to ground Internal resistance of emitter and swamping resistor are series.
Therefore, using Ohm Law base resistance can be written as

RB = VB

IB
= VE

IB
= IE(RS + RV )

IB
(13)

where,

hfE = IC
IB

(14)
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Fig. 6. Equivalent Circuit for Calculating Bias Resistor

So,

RB = (RS + re)hfE (15)

Sixth step is calculating value of R2. Maximum value of R2 should be ≤ RB
10 to

minimize through base of transistor. So, most of current from R1 goes through R2. Than
the final step is calculating the value of R1. Thevenin Theorem is not used because the
beiger Thevenin resistance the bigger error on quiescent point [8].

Calculating the last component R1, schematic approach should be drawn.
On Fig. 6, Vth = VBE = 0,7V for silicon transistor and VR2 = Vth + VRB. To obtain

VR1 , VRB should be calculate first using Eq. (15)

VR8 = (RS + RV ) IC (16)

Substituting Eq. (13) and (14) to Eq. (16), voltage of R2 could be

VR2 = Vth + (Ic(Rs + RV )) (17)

After VR2 obtained, current through R2 is calculate using Ohm Law.

IR2 = VR2

R2
(18)

Than current through R1 can be obtain with summing IR2 and IB. So, value of R1
can be obtained with Eq. (18).

R2 = VR1

IR1
= VCC − VR2

IR1 + IB
(19)

Value all components are obtained. DC load line can be drawn.
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Fig. 7. DC Load Line Plotting.

2.3 DC and AC Load Line

On Fig. 7, collector voltage is close to VCC when transistor in cutoff condition. Col-
lector current was determined on the first step and minimum value of collector voltage,
boundary between triode and saturation region, was calculated in the third step.

Quiescent voltage is considered in the middle between VCsat and VCC but in fact
Quiescent point can be closed to VCsat or VCC depend on the gain. The important thing
is Quiescent point is set to avoid clipping output wave form [9]. Depend on Fig. 7, ICQ

can be obtained trigonometrical equation.

tan α = IC
VCC − VCSat

(20)

And

tan α = IC
VCC − VCQ

(21)

So,

ICQ = IC
(
VCC − VCQ

)

VCC − VCSat

(22)

To get Quiescent voltage, part of R2 can be replaced with potentiometer depicted on
Fig. 8.

Value of R2 = RQtune + R2new and RQtune > R2new is recommended to get significant
variation of quiescent voltage. Making sure the signal output swing, AC load line is
needed to plot. To get signal current through collector (Ic), Eq. (22) can be used.

Ic = ICQ + VCQ

ROut
(23)

ROut = RC when load resistance (RLoad) doesn’t exist. If there is a load resistance,
ROut would be RC|| RLoad. So as Voltage signal can be plot using Eq. (23).

Vc = VCQ + (
ICQROut

)
(24)

After calculating Ic and Vc. AC load line is plotted as Fig. 9
On Fig. 9, AC load line is proper because its slope is steeper than DC load line. To

make the two as close as possible, IC should be raised.
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Fig. 8. Bias for Quiescent Voltage Tuning

Fig. 9. AC and DC Load Line Plotting

2.4 Design Proper AC Load Line

Value of IC should be in rage in transistor datasheet. Greater should be lower Ic, greater
Vc and greater VCSat . Due to greater VCSat , voltage output swing will be decrease because
increasing RS and RV. It led to VCSat increase. To minimize VCSat value of RV should be
decrease and RS should be on minimum value.

Bipolar Junction Transistor type 2N3904 with Common Emitter topology is used
for example of AC load line designing. Depend on the datasheet [10], hfE 200 can be
flown by 1mA – 10mA through collector.

On Fig. 10. RL depict input resistance on the next stage. For example, value but close
to the reality is 6720�. Value of RV is 500�. It was chosen because it is minimum value
of potentiometer in the market. So, with four dependent variables (VCC, hfE, RL and
RV), IC is varied by 2mA, 4mA, 6mA and 8mA. The result of load line calculation was
written on Table 1.
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Fig. 10. Common Emitter Amplifier with Voltage Divider Bias, Swamping Resistor and Load

Table 1. Calculation Result.

Result value on each row was depicted on Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
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Fig. 11. DC and AC Load Line when IC = 2 mA

Fig. 12. DC and AC Load Line when IC = 4 mA

Look at Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13. DC and AC Load Line when IC = 6 mA
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Fig. 14. DC and AC Load Line when IC = 8 mA

3 Conclusion

Base on calculation and load line plotting. Determining higher IC makes higher collate
ration. Higher IC, DC and AC load line will be more collateral. But the power consump-
tion goes higher as well. The advantage of higher collateral between AC and DC load
line is minimum clipping output.
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